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DURHAM, N.C.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Cree LED, an SGH company (Nasdaq: SGH), opened LightFair 2022 with the

debut of the recently launched XLamp® Element G (XE-G) LEDs, delivering a new performance class with

unmatched light output and e�ciency in a small form factor. On display at Cree LED’s booth 3007 is a stunning, 8-

foot periodic table showcasing all 17 colors and 3 white options available in the comprehensive XE-G LED family.

The XE-G LED family of products was recognized this week by EdisonReport as a “LightFair Top 10 MUST SEE”

product (https://edisonreport.com/2022/06/20/top-10-must-see-2022/). The award winning products will be a part

of two demos at the event that highlight the performance advantages for color mixing applications: one optimized

for outdoor architectural lighting and the other optimized to deliver very high CRI across a wide range of 1800K-

7500K CCT for indoor lighting.

Additional LED innovations on display include:

Color-tunable projector: featuring the new XLamp XM-L Color Gen 2 High Intensity LED, demonstrating

extremely tight LED die spacing that delivers the best color mixing for directional color-changing lighting

Photophyll ™ Select: the�rst LED color fully optimized for horticulture, is designed to replace the white LEDs

common in two-channel white + red horticulture luminaires. Cree LED’s full-spectrum luminaire design

featuring this new color delivers e�ciency up to 3.25 PPF/W

Precision dimming: a simpli�ed approach to address unacceptable variations in LED light output and hue

when using low-current dimming

Circadian Stimulus (CS): J Series® 2835 Color LEDs featured in di�erent scenarios demonstrate CS, considered

the best new metric for measuring the e�ects of light on the melatonin content in a person’s body, which

a�ects alertness.
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XLamp XD16 Premium White LEDs and XLamp CHA family LEDs: recent product launches

XLamp XP-G3 S Line LEDs: Leading-e�cacy for outdoor lighting and J Series 5050 K Class LEDs for industrial

lighting

“We are excited to be a part of LightFair and welcome all attendees to visit our booth 3007 and see the innovations

we have on display,” said Cree LED President Claude Demby. “These innovations demonstrate our continued e�orts

to push the boundaries of LED technology along with our commitment to lead the industry with best-in-class

technology, quality and performance.”

To learn more about Cree LED products featured at LightFair 2022, visit: LightFair 2022 (cree-led.com).

About Cree LED:

Cree LED, an SGH company, o�ers one of the industry’s broadest portfolios of application-optimized LED chips and

components, leading the industry in performance and reliability. Our team delivers best-in-class technology and

breakthrough solutions for focused applications in High Power General Lighting, Mid-Power General Lighting,

Specialty Lighting and Video Screens. With more than thirty years of experience, Cree LED develops products

backed by expert design assistance, superior sales support and industry-best global customer service. For more

information, visit www.cree-led.com.
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